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THE STRUCTURE OF POWER OF THE HUNGARIANS

 IN THE 9TH AND 10TH CENTURIES IN THE MIRROR OF HISTORICAL
 ANALOGIES FROM THE STEPPE

For an understanding of certain features of early Hungarian history the well-documented 
history of the Crimean Khanate seems to offer a useful analogy. The respective environments 
of the Crimean Tatars and the conquering Hungarians are comparable from several regards, 
and such a comparison makes it possible to interpret the little evidence we have about the 
military and political conditions in the period of the Hungarian conquest and subsequent 
foreign campaigns in the light of what is known about the relationship between the foreign 
military and diplomatic activities of the Crimean Khanate and its interior structures – thus 
detaching ourselves from the generally futile terminological debates.

The period between the fall of the Uyghur Empire and the rise of the Mongol power, 
a period of steppe history dominated by the dispersal of „sovreignty”, separatism instead 
of universalism, and the growth in force of local interest groups, offers several interesting 
parallels with the phenomena that could be observed after the collapse of the Mongol 
imperial structures of the Ghengisids.

As far as we know, the kindreds led by the so-called karachi beys constituted one of the 
foundations of the Crimean Khanate right from its establishment. Offi cially, it was the four 
karachi beys that chose from among the members of the ruling dynasty the new khan; his 
election and institution was followed by mutual oath-taking, in the manner of the treaty of 
blood in the history of Anonymus. Moreover, according to the DAI, at the election of the 
fi rst ruler, the „fi rst voevode” called Levedi even enjoyed a right of proposal similar to that 
of the bas karachi.

Although the Crimean Tatars obviously constituted a „people under one authority”, 
the ruler could nevertheless only decide in important issues of foreign policy after taking 
counsel with the karachi beys – as the archontes of the „Turks” also decided in council 
about the proposed cooperation against the Pechenegs brought to them by the Byzantine 
cleric Gabriel. Nor was the relationship maintained with foreign powers a monopoly of 
the khan – a situation that is also hinted at in the case of the „Turks” both by the address 
of a Byzantine imperial letter „to the archontes of the Turks” and by Byzantine political 
practice.

Although the karachi status was always held by four or fi ve kindreds in the Crimea, 
these were not always the same. When one of them became weaker for some reason, it fell 
back in prestige as well, and could thus be excluded from the ranks of the privileged karachi 
kindreds for quite some time. It is probable that the power relations of the conquering 
Hungarians constituted a similarly fl uid and open structure, in which change played as 
important a role as stability.


